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One of the hardest parts of developing a product is the dizzying amount of components
that are often required for any full stack application. Building a dropdown menu or a
button from scratch is time consuming, taking away from potential time spent on
actual features.
Tools like Tailwind CSS have popped up to address this problem, accelerating the
design -> code component of programming. However, Tailwind can be limiting, it’s not
built for React or styled components (instead using CSS classes) and doesn’t provide
any pre-built components, just tags to make building components faster.
I’ve recently fallen in love with a component library called Chakra UI. Chakra is a
simple, modular, and accessible component library that provides all the building blocks
to build a great React application.
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Chakra

There’s a couple key reasons to use Chakra:
Chakra was built in Typescript
Chakra supports SSR (Server Side Rendering)
Chakra is incredibly modular and customizable
Light/Dark Mode and custom themes upported out of the box!
The documentation is clear and comprehensive
The Chakra community is big and getting bigger
As a developer, I’ve seen many projects where accessibility is often an offhand thought
that almost never gets dealt with. However, with Chakra, it’s incredibly simple to make
your site accessible to create a truly accessible online experience.

What’s the advantage of Chakra components?
Chakra offers a huge amount of high-quality React components that are incredibly
customizable. This makes Chakra truly a joy to work with from a developer
perspective.
Chakra was designed with a couple core principles in mind:
1. Style Props — All component styles can easily be overriden and extended to reduce
the use of

css

or

styled

2. Simplicity — Each component has a simple API and the documentation shows key
real-world scenarios of using the component.
3. Composition — Each component is broken down into small parts that can be put
together. For example, The

Tab

component is really made up of 3 components that

are composed together.
4. Accessibility — Focus management, keyboard navigation, color contrast, and

aria

attributes are easily accessible/customizable
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6. Consistent Prop Naming — Auxilery verbs are used for all props, such as does
has

,

is

, or

,

should

Style Props
Style props are one of my favorite parts of Chakra. With style props, you can easily
customize the style of a component by props, which is an incredibly clean solution for
styling components.

Theming
Chakra is built on the Styled System theme spec and it’s easy to extend or customize
the built in theme.
Themes also extend to component styles. You can declare component styles that alter
size or visual properties using an object. Read more about component styles here.

Simple/Modular
The simplicty and modularity of Chakra is my favorite feature. For example, lets take a
look at the

Box

component, which wraps around a

div

element. It’s the most abstract

element in the Chakra toolset, and can be used to compose basically anything.
For example:

<Box as="span" ml="2" color="gray.600" fontSize="sm">
Span
</Box>

This renders out a

span

element with a left margin, small font size, and gray color.

Note that the the props used here are taking advantage of Chakra theming to substitute
real values for

gray.600

,

sm

, and

2

.
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Here’s an example component from the Chakra Box documentation built using

Box

and some of its props. You can see how powerful Chakra is when creating fully fledged
components.
This style properties can be used with any component in the Chakra toolset, not just
Box

, so you can customize each component as much as you want with the same simple

API.

Conclusion
As a software developer, I’ve loved using Chakra to quickly create layouts that don’t just
look good, but have great and clean code behind the scenes. Check out the Chakra
website to learn more about this great component library.

Keep in Touch
There’s a lot of content out there and I appreciate you reading mine. I’m an
undergraduate student at UC Berkeley in the MET program and a young entrepreneur.
I write about software development, startups, and failure (something I’m quite adept
at). You can signup for my newsletter here or check out what I’m working on at my
website.
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